Floating Header Parts List

# Qty Description
1.) 4 - Thumbs Screws
2.) 4 - Header Clips (metal piece that slips onto 1/2 node)
3.) 4 - Half Nodes
4.) 4 - Full nodes (To be used with fascia plates)
5.) 2 - Fascia Plates
Floating Header Kit

1. Assemble the entire backwall

2. Remove the top two nodes on the backwall where you will place the floating header.

3. Connect nodes from step #2 and the half-node with clip from the header panels. Use thumb screw to secure the two nodes together. This is now a three way node connector.

4. Once assembled, place this node on the top external corner of the header panel that will connect to the back wall. (see below)

5. Place a half-node with clip, on the bottom of the header as shown below, repeat on other side of header
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6. Attach the header to the back wall using the three way connection node.

7. Secure the bottom node with a thumb screw through the lower header node on the back of the wall. Repeat these steps on other side of the header.

8. Attach a full node to the end of a fascia plate using a screw. Attach fascia plate assembly to top corners of the connected floating header panels.

9. Slide center header panel up between connected panels. Slot into top nodes.

10. Connect the middle header to the others using the lower full nodes and secure the other end of the fascia plates using the screw.